‘Pokemon Go’ , one of the most prestigious apps in summer of 2016 . Who wouldn’t want to
be a master ? But a con the app has is that it requires personal information to create your
pokemon . Documents B , D , and E support the cons the app has .
To begin with , use of personal information is one of the cons ‘Pokemon Go’ has . According
to Document B , it states “Pokemon Go uses your phone's location , your IP address , and the
webpage you most recently visited before playing , all connected with your real name and
account information , according to the games privacy policy .” ‘Pokemon Go’ doesn’t explain their
users detailed before downloading the app . According to Document B , it states “It uses a
Google map and your real-world GPS location to direct you to Pokemon you can catch , and that
information can be misused .” The app can find your real-world GPS and that information can be
misused . ‘Pokemon Go’ has some risks such as using your personal information without the
player knowing how it’s going to be used .
Secondly , bad consequences can occur when ‘Pokemon Go’ doesn’t explain the policy with
detail . According to Document D it states “ News Reports say that users have tripped , fallen
into a lake , crashed a car , and sustained other injuries while playing . Others say that the game
is bringing people together and creating ba sense of community .” Some people have had severe
injuries for being concentrated in catching a pokemon . According to Document E it states “
Some psychological cons are that even when players are outside , they are distracted by being
on their phones , and players are continuously in a heightened “stressed” state , making players
less social or willing to talk with others , which can increase the difficulty of separating reality and
fantasy .” Many people get distracted by playing ‘Pokemon Go’ . Many players get distracted
easily and probably that's the reason why most people are getting injured .
Lastly , looking for pokemons in abandoned places . According to Document D it states ,”
Opponents say that the game is encouraging people to play in inappropriate places . In their
quest to capture creatures , players are failing to respect their surroundings .” Most pokemons
are found in places where people usually refer to but some pokemons are found in abandoned
places which is not good . According to Document D it also states “Playing games such as
pokemon go on these hallowed grounds would not be be deemed appropriate .” Pokemon go is
one of the most downloaded games to guide people to capture pokemons to abandoned
hallowed grounds .
In conclusion , pokemon go is not a bad game . Pokemon go has it’s cons but overall people
seem to love it . But in my opinion i don't think pokemon go should use personal information .
Indeed the app should be detailed about asking people for personal information not just getting it
without any permission . Also the app ‘Pokemon Go’ should not allow it’s users to go into hollow
or abandoned grounds because most users are teenagers and they can be in danger . Hopefully
the app of ‘Pokemon Go’ can master the app the same way the users use it .

